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Abstract 

A systematic approach to the stick-slip problem of a greased contact is proposed, combining 

experimental tribological analyses with numerical dynamic simulations. Considering the 

specific application case of a mechanical spring-brake, the lubricated contact is here analysed. 

The stick-slip instability on such contact is the result of the coupling between the brake 

dynamics and the frictional response of the greased contact. The local frictional response has 

been characterized by experimental tests carried out on a tribometer, reproducing as close as 

possible the operating parameters. The contact conditions bringing to stick-slip instability are 

then investigated. The local frictional response is coupled with the system dynamics by using 

lumped numerical model, in order to better evaluate the unstable dynamic response of the 

system. 

1. Introduction 

Considering mechanical systems in relative motion with a frictional interface, during the 

sliding of one body over another, friction-induced instabilities and stick-slip motion can occur 

[1–4]. In this case, the relative motion is not continuous but characterized by a series of 

"sticks" and "slips" [5]. These forms of vibration are often undesirable and can cause 

excessive wear of components, surface damage [6, 7], fatigue failure, and fastidious noise [2, 

3]. The problem becomes even more complicated when a lubricated contact is involved.  

In different mechanical systems the lubrication of the surfaces in contact and in relative 

motion is often used to reduce the friction and to prevent the wear of the materials in contact 

[5, 7–9]. However the lubrication can play also a key role in the contact instabilities, going to 

worsen and aggravate the friction-induced vibrations appearance [10]. The presence of self-

excited vibrations caused by friction can seriously degrade the nominal operating conditions, 
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including the lubricant performances. Nevertheless, nowadays, in literature few works deal 

with stick-slip instability in lubricated systems [10–15]. 

The presence of friction-induced vibrations are mainly due to a combination of forcing or 

self-excited nonlinear oscillations of the mechanical system in the presence of friction forces 

[2, 16–18]. The coupling between the friction force variation and the resulting motion induces 

a loss of stability of the equilibrium state, which can lead to self-excited oscillations [13]. A 

relevant number of works has been dedicated to investigate different possible mechanisms at 

the origins of dynamic instabilities occurring in sliding contact: sprag-slip [19, 20], mode 

lock-in [21, 22], negative slope of friction coefficient [23], etc. In all this cases, the system 

dynamics is unstable and is excited by the contact forces. In particular, the sudden change of 

the sliding speed of the bodies in contact, resulting in a jerking motion of the frictional bodies, 

is the so called stick-slip effect [3, 23–25].  

Strong vibrations of the system are induced by impulsive excitations due to the sudden drops 

of the tangential force along the motion [1]. In order to explain the phenomenon an idealized 

physical system consisting of a mass-spring-damper sliding on a moving belt has been 

considered very often [26]. The macroscopic intermittent motion has been attributed to 

different causes. The most widely accepted cause for stick-slip is that the static friction 

coefficient (μ�)  is markedly greater than the kinetic friction coefficient (μ�) or, more 

rigorously, that μ� drops rapidly at small speeds [3, 27]. Also a coupling between the normal 

and tangential motion can bring to dynamic instabilities, even if the friction coefficient is 

maintained constant and no difference between the kinetic and the static friction is accounted 

for [28, 29]. As well, analyses of the fast dynamics of the interface and wave propagation at 

the interface showed the occurrence of stick-slip in frictional system with constant friction 

coefficient, where the local relative compliance of the interfaces dominate the stick-slip 

occurrence [30–32]. Nevertheless, even if not necessary, the negative friction-velocity slope 

and the difference between static and dynamic friction coefficient increase the propensity to 

stick-slip, by destabilizing the system dynamics.  

Several contact parameters can affect the response of a frictional system, such as normal load 

[3, 28, 33], sliding velocity [34–36], surface roughness [29, 37], component geometries [21], 

material properties [22, 38–40], etc. Any change of one contact parameter can interact with 

the other ones, affecting the contact dynamics and therefore the frictional and vibrational 

response of the system. For these reasons, dealing with stick-slip on a real brake system, 

where the parameters are difficult to be controlled and separated, results to be extremely 

tricky.  

Moreover, the presence of lubrication makes the phenomenon extremely interesting and 

complex from a tribological and vibrational point of view. The presence of a lubricant layer 

between the contact surfaces affects the frictional response. The friction force and the sliding 

velocity are linked by the formation of a fluid interface [13]. The lubrication regimes 

(boundary, mixed, elasto-hydrodynamic and hydrodynamic regime) are non-linear function of 

the contact load, the lubricant viscosity and velocity [41, 42]. Furthermore, the frictional 

response of the lubricant layer confined between the two shearing surfaces will depend on the 

operating conditions (contact pressure, sliding velocity and temperature) [10].  
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It is therefore clear that the stick-slip in lubricated contact is a complex phenomenon. The key 

to its understanding is the taking into account of both the local behaviour of the lubricated 

contact and the dynamic response of the entire system.  

The understanding of frictional instabilities in lubricated contacts represent an interesting 

challenge, from both a scientific and industrial point of view [10]. The present work proposes 

a systematic approach to the stick-slip problem of a lubricated contact. First the focus is on 

the analysis of the local frictional contact response, in order to evaluate the friction coefficient 

curves as a function of the imposed boundary conditions, through experimental tests on a 

dedicated tribometer. Then, the obtained information will be integrated in a lumped numerical 

model to evaluate the unstable dynamic response of the entire system (i.e. the stick-slip 

phenomena) and identify the parameters that most influence its appearance. The present work 

is focused on a real industrial case in order to deploy the results obtained in a more realistic 

and detailed manner. The investigated subject is a mechanical brake used in tubular electric 

actuators [43–45], which can generate frictional instabilities in the grease lubricated contact 

between the two main brake components. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the mechanical brake system object of 

the study, the lubricated contact bodies in sliding being investigated, the test bench and the 

protocol used to reproduce the real contact conditions. Section 3 presents the frictional 

response at the contact, as function of the different investigated boundary conditions. Section 

4 is an explanation of the lumped model representing the entire system (i.e. the electic tubular 

actuator) and a discussion about the preliminary results obtained. Finally, the conclusions 

follow in Section 5.  

 

2. Stick-slip occurrence in spring brake systems  

The mechanical spring-brake system located in an electric tubular actuator is here investigated 

as example for the application of the analysis of the stick-slip phenomenon and its appearance 

in greased contacts. The actuator in Figure 1 [43, 44] is composed by an electric motor (A) 

and a gearbox (B), in which a mechanical spring brake (C) is included. Such a system has to 

raise and lower the output load.   

Figure 1: Scheme of the electric tubular actuator object of study. 
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The spring brake concept is manly composed by four different parts [44]: the drum (1), the 

torsional spring (3), the driver (2) and the side frame (4). Aim of the brake system is to 

braking and support the load, by proving a braking torque. The external drum is fixed and the 

torsional spring is tightened inside it. The contact interface, between the outer surface of the 

spring and the inner surface of the drum, is lubricated with a synthetic commercial grease.  

The driver (2) is stuck inside the drum and is directly connected to the engine, allowing the 

transmission of the rotation to the spring. The side frame (4), connected to the other end of the 

spring, supports the output load. During the load descent phase, the widening of the spring 

assures the braking, thanks to the increase of the contact pressure (and of the resulting 

frictional force) at the lubricated contact between the fixed cylinder and torsional spring. A 

uniform film of grease is used in the contact area to decrease wear and stabilize the friction 

between the components.  

During the descent phase, the operating conditions can induce a contact instability at the 

greased contact between the spring and the fixed cylinder. The presence of the stick-slip 

phenomena was detected with brakes of different sizes, materials, geometries of the spring 

coil, rotational speed and output load.  

Figure 2 shows the time signals and the respective spectrograms of the acceleration measured 

on the external surface of the actuator, during the descent phase at ambient temperature (25°) 

and higher temperature (80°) respectively.  

A typical stick-slip impulsive responses can be observed at high temperature (red curve), after 

some completed cycles of the load (i.e. ascent and descent phases), when the temperature at 

the contact increase. 

Figure 2: Time signals and the respective spectrograms of the acceleration, during the descent phase at ambient 

temperature, 25°C (blue signal), and higher temperature, 80°C (red signal). 
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A discontinuous motion characterized by alternating phases of sliding and sticking of the 

spring on the cylinder occurs inducing an impulsive vibrational response of the contact 

bodies, exciting the entire structure. The unstable frictional response of the system can be a 

consequence of the frictional contact behaviour and its interaction with the system dynamics. 

In fact, the interaction of the local contact response and the dynamics of the whole frictional 

system is at the origins of the stick-slip occurrence [2]. For this reason, an investigation of the 

local frictional response of the greased contact, under both ambient and high temperature, is 

needed to understand the local conditions that can bring to the dynamic instability. 

 

3. Frictional analysis of the local greased contact 

The local contact response is here investigated through simplified tests, using a dedicated 

tribometer (TriboAir tests bench [29, 38, 46]) properly adapted to the case study. The setup 

allows for reproducing and measuring the frictional response during the imposed relative 

motion between two bodies, under well controlled boundary conditions [29].  

A simplified tribological system has been developed to measure the local frictional response 

of the contact, taking into account the real case study (Figure 3).  

A spring spire, obtained from the brake spring, is rigidly linked to a dedicated holder; the 

spring is put in contact with the drum and then a relative motion along the tangential direction 

(x-axis) is imposed to the system. The brake components are directly cut from the real ones, 

used in the investigated spring brake systems, to maintain as much as possible the same 

material and surface features. 

The two contact surfaces at the beginning of each test are lubricated with a homogeneous film 

of complex lithium grease, used in the real brake system.  

Using the tribometer shown in Figure 4, a normal load (N) is imposed and the two surfaces are 

rubbed against each other along the tangential direction at controlled speed (v).   

The relative movement of the sample is allowed by an air bearing system (a1), coupled with a 

linear voice coil (b) (BEI KIMCO LA30-75-001A), assuring the absence of unwanted source 

of parasitic vibrations, which could negatively affect the measures.  

 

Figure 3: From the spring brake system (left), to the tested tribological system (right). (1) Torsional spring; (3) brake drum.  
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The linear voice coil (b) allows for a planar controlled movement of the base. The velocity 

and position of the voice coil is determined by a controller (ELMO Gold DC Whistle) and a 

linear optical encoder (c), which closes the position command loop. Two 3-axial force 

transducers (d) (Kistler 9017B) are mounted on the translating base of the test bench, in order 

to measure the overall normal and tangential contact forces [29]. Other two air bushings (a2) 

hold the upper sample and allow for the application of the load, by dead weights (e), along the 

normal direction with respect to the contact. An accelerometer (-f-) is used for monitoring the 

vibrational response of the system during the frictional tests. 

In order to perform tests at different temperatures, two infrared (IR) emitters (-g-) are placed 

on the sides of the samples in contact, and two thermocouples (-h-) are used for monitoring 

the temperature of the samples as close as possible to the contact interface. Two ceramic 

plates are used to protect sensitive test-bench parts from overheating. 

The tangential and normal force, the acceleration and the temperature signals are acquired by 

an 8-channels acquisition-card (NI 4472) with a sampling frequency of 5120 Hz and then 

post-processed by Matlab ©. 

3.1.Reproduction of the contact conditions 

The experimental test bench has been designed and developed to measure the contact 

frictional behavior under well controlled boundary conditions. The tests have been performed 

to characterize the local frictional response, by identifying the evolution of the friction 

coefficient as a function of speed, temperature and contact pressure. Before starting the 

experimental campaign, the values and the ranges of the controlled boundary conditions 

(sliding velocity, temperature and contact pressure) were selected to be representative, as 

much as possible, of the operative conditions in the real brake system. All the tests were 

performed with well-defined imposed conditions:   

Figure 4: TriboAir test bench (right figure) and its operating scheme (left side). (-b-) identify the linear voice coil, (-a1- and -a2-

) the air bearings systems, (-e-) the loading system, (-c-) the linear encoder, (-d-) the 3-axial force transducers, (-f-) the 

accelerometer and (-g-) the infrared emitters. 
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• The relative displacement between the drum and the spring spire is characterized by a 

sliding distance of 10 mm. A complete cycle consists of a back and forward of the 

spring spire that moves on the surface of the drum.  

• The samples were tested imposing a constant sliding velocity of the drum. The 

velocity range (from 0.1 to 20 mm/s) was selected in order to analyse the dynamic 

friction coefficient in different operating regimes of lubrication and to evaluate the 

contact behaviour in function of the sliding velocity. The acceleration is properly 

selected in order to have a short linear increase and decrease of the velocity, with a 

plateau at the maximum sliding speed along the 10mm of distance. 

• The spring brake systems are characterized by a variable contact pressure; during the 

braking, the rotating torsional spring undergoes a contact pressure range depending on 

the position of the descending load and on the angular sector of the contact between 

the drum and the spring. In this regards, a wide range of normal loads, covering the 

expected range of contact pressure, was chosen (from 5 to 50N). Passing from the 

lower to the highest imposed normal load it is possible to analyse the friction 

coefficient as a function of the load (pressure).  

• In order to investigate the influence of the grease response as a function of the 

temperature, two different temperature conditions were imposed during the tests, i.e. 

ambient temperature (25 °C) and high temperature (80 °C). Two infrared emitters 

have been used to heat gradually the system up to the wished temperature (80°C) in 

order to have a homogeneous heating of the contact materials (spring spire and drum). 

 

Every condition is tested for 4 cycles. Moreover, at the end of each set of tests as a function of 

the speed, the first test condition is repeated in order to verify the repeatability of the contact 

conditions at the interface. An example of the applied protocol is show in Table 1.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tests 

number 

Sliding velocity 

v [mm/s] 

Normal Load N  

[N] 

Temperature  

[°C] 

1 0.1 20 25 

2 1 20 25 

3 5 20 25 

4 10 20 25 

5 20 20 25 

1* 0.1 20 25 

6 0.1 20 80 

7 1 20 80 

8 5 20 80 

9 10 20 80 

10 20 20 80 

6* 0.1 20 80 

1** 0.1 20 25 

Table 1: Example of a test protocol with constant load equal to 20N, variable velocity and temperature, in order to evaluate 

the local lubricated contact response. 
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For each tests, the friction coefficient is calculated as the ratio between the tangential force 

and the imposed normal force, acquired through the force transducers (Figure 4 -d-).  

As shown in the Table 1, the test number 1 is repeated after the test number 6. Then the 

system is heated gradually reaching the temperature of 80°C and the tests are repeated with 

the same conditions, maintaining the temperature constant. After the test number 6*, the 

solids in contact are left cooling down until the ambient temperature is reached. Then, the 

tests number 1 is repeated again (number 1** in the Table 1). The same protocol in the same 

conditions is used to tests the others imposed normal loads.  

3.2.Local frictional response of the greased contact  

The experimental tests on the simplified contact configuration allow for characterizing the 

local frictional response of the greased contact between the spring and the drum surfaces. The 

normalized friction coefficient is calculated for each test as the ratio between tangential and 

normal force, acquired through the tri-axial force transducers (Figure 4 -d-), and then 

normalized to the maximum value obtained for all the test campaign.   

As an example, Figure 5 shows the acquired signals for the test at 0.1 mm/s, 20 N of normal 

load and 25 °C (test number 1 – Table 1), during two cycles of oscillation.  

Figure 5: Acquired signal of the test number 1 (sliding velocity 0.1mm/s, imposed normal load 20N and ambient temperature, 

25°C). A - displacement of the drum, B - sliding velocity of the drum, C - temperature of the contact interface, D - Normalized 

Friction Force, E - Imposed Normal Load, F - Normalized Coefficient of Friction, all in function of time [s].   
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From the up to the bottom, the following signals are displayed: imposed displacement, sliding 

velocity and temperature of the drum on the left, the normalized tangential force, the imposed 

normal load and the normalized coefficient of friction on the right (Figure 5).       

Figure 6 shows the time evolution of the normalized friction coefficient, for the same velocity 

and load conditions, but at respectively 25 °C (blue curve) and 80 °C (red curve).  

It is possible to appreciate the trend of the friction coefficient during a single cycle (i.e. a 

single roundtrip of the spring spires on the greased drum). The normalized dynamic friction 

coefficient (μ�) is calculated as the average value of the curve when the imposed relative 

speed is constant.  

From the test performed at lowest velocity (0.1 mm/s), where the inertia contribution to the 

tangential force is negligible, it’s possible to extract the static friction coefficient just before 

the sliding occurs. The peak of the friction coefficient (μ�) at the starting of the motion, in 

Figure 6, represents the frictional resistance at the first detachment between the two surfaces 

in contact. Comparing the same tests performed with the two different temperature conditions, 

maintaining unchanged the other boundary conditions, it is possible to observe a lowering of 

the dynamic friction coefficient with the increasing of the temperature.  

On the contrary, the static friction coefficient is slightly increased at higher temperature. 

Consequently, the difference between static and dynamic friction coefficients ( μ� − μ� ) is 

larger at higher temperature (80 °C).  

Figure 7 shows the static and dynamic friction coefficients, calculated at the different sliding 

speeds for the tested normal loads. The evolution of the friction coefficient with the velocity 

is characterized by a high static friction coefficient, followed by a sudden drop of the friction 

coefficient calculated at 0.1mm/s and a following increase with the velocity, until reaching a 

stabilized value at about 10mm/s.  

Figure 6: Time evolution of the normalized friction coefficient, for the same velocity and load conditions, but at respectively 

25 °C (blue curve) and 80 °C (red curve). Difference between the �����	
 and �����	
 at ambient and high temperature 

condition is highlighted in the zoom. 
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From a boundary contact regime in static contact (high static friction coefficient), the role of 

the lubricant decreases the friction at low speed, while the interplay between the lubricant and 

the thickener of the grease seems to go at regime for speeds over the 10 mm/s.   

The trend of the normalized friction coefficient as a function of speed is repeatable when 

varying the applied normal load (Figure 7). Nevertheless, for both temperature conditions, an 

increase in the load makes first decrease and then increase friction. Again, the increase of the 

contact pressure modify the response of the grease and the release of the base oil from the 

thickener. At high temperature this behaviour is accentuated, due to the consequent decrease 

in the oil viscosity and the variation of oil release from the grease. 

Comparing the results obtained for the tested temperature condition, at the different normal 

loads, the difference between static and dynamic friction coefficient (μ� − μ�) is always 

higher at higher temperature, increasing with the increase of the applied normal load. 

The tests here reported and discussed where repeated tree times for each configuration of the 

tested parameters. Normal loads and imposed sliding speeds have been performed in a 

different order to make sure that the tests order doesn’t affect the results. In all the tested 

repeats the same behaviour of the friction coefficient was underlined and the values obtained 

have a dispersion of the 10% at maximum.  

 

Figure 7: Normalized friction coefficient in function of the imposed sliding velocity for each tested normal load. 

Upper figure: tests at Ambient Temperature (27°C). Lower figure: tests at High Temperature (80°C). 
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4. Simulation of the system dynamic response  

Due to the mutual influence of the local contact conditions and the dynamical response of the 

system, the experimental results obtained on the frictional behaviour of the greased contact 

are considered as an input of a numerical lumped model of the whole mechanical system. The 

local frictional response is then coupled with the system dynamics by lumped numerical 

simulations, in order to evaluate the unstable dynamic response of the system (i.e. the stick-

slip phenomena). A lumped model has been developed in order to model the whole actuator, 

where the brake is introduced as a slider with spring–damper system. All the main parameters 

of the real system are introduced into the model. This simplified model will be then used to 

identify the main factors of influence for the stick-slip appearance, taking into consideration 

both the local frictional behaviour of the bodies in contact and the system dynamic 

parameters.  

4.1.Model description 

To evaluate the dynamic response of the system, the entire actuator has been taken into 

account by the model (Figure 8). In Figure 1 a scheme of the whole tubular actuator is shown. 

An electric engine drives the loading system imposing a time varying rotational speed. The 

output load will be subjected to a linear speed. 

A first stage of reduction R1 follows the engine and drives the spring-brake system under 

investigation. The brake torsional spring of the brake system is submitted to the torque 

Figure 8: Tubular electric actuator operating scheme (upper figure) starting from which it was built the lumped model 

scheme (lower figure). 
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imposed by the engine by one side and the torque from the load from the other side. The 

torque on the torsional spring push the spring inside the drum, allowing for the braking 

torque. The brake is then connected to the load by a further reduction stage R2.  

Starting from this scheme the lumped model has been created and the equation of motion 

determined. The spring-brake system is represented by a nonlinear slider-spring-damper 

system, where the contact load at the slider increases with the spring elongation (Figure 8 – 

lower figure), as occurs for the contact pressure between the torsional spring and the drum in 

the real brake system. 

The displacement, transmitted from the engine to the brake, is reduced by the first stage of 

reduction (��) and expressed by y. On the opposite side, the force term � contains all the 

information about the output load (m) and can be written as follow: 

� � �� − ��� (Eq. 1) 

where, considering the stage of reduction: 

�� � �� ∙ �� (Eq. 2) 

and 

�,� � � ∙ �� (Eq. 3) 

with �� the reduction ratio provided by the second reduction block of the transmission (Figure 

8 – R2). 

Then, it is possible to write the equation of motion as follow: 

−��� − �� − ���� − �� � −  ! " �−��� ∙ �� " ��� ∙ �� � 0 (Eq. 4) 

 

This equation takes into consideration all the key components of the tubular electric actuator 

under investigation.  

The friction force ( !) takes into consideration the frictional contact as follow: 

 ! � $%&�'��� � ∙ � )�� − ��                                          &* �+ ,  ����	
 %-.-&� %/ 0� 1 0
��� − �� " ���� − �� � − �−��� ∙ �� " ��� ∙ ��       &* 0� � 0 .'2 �+ 3  ����	


 (Eq. 5) 

 

If the sum of the forces applied on the spring is higher than the static friction force and the 

relative speed of the spring (0�) is different from zero, the friction force will be equal to the 

dynamic friction coefficient multiplied by the normal force (N) and consequently the spring is 

in sliding. On the contrary, if one of the two condition is not respected, the spring is in 

sticking on the drum.  

The normal force is function of the stiffness of the spring and its elongation, imposed by the 

engine and load relative displacements. When the engine imposes a velocity to the axis, the 

torsional spring is compressed and the normal force at the greased contact will decrease, 

decreasing the brake torque until the rotation of the spring and the descent of the load. 

In the present model the coefficient of friction is not assumed to be a constant value 

(Coulomb-Amounts friction law). The experimental frictional analysis, performed on the 
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Triboair test bench (Section 3), shows that the macroscopic friction coefficient undergoes 

relevant variations as a function of imposed boundary conditions. Based on the results from 

the experimental frictional analysis, a more realistic friction model has been implemented in 

the model. The friction coefficient values are the curves obtained experimentally, as a 

function of the sliding velocity.   

The described lumped model allows to analyse the conditions under which the contact stick-

slip instability can occur by analysing the dynamic response of the entire system as a function 

of the local frictional response of the lubricated contact.  

 

4.2.System response under greased frictional contact 

The numerical lumped model has been developed and alimented by the data from the 

frictional tests, in order to recreate the scenario that brings to the frictional instability. The 

reduction ratios and efficiency factors of the reduction stages, together with the imposed 

velocity of the real actuator are introduced as inputs of the lumped model. The equation of 

motion has been then solved by a Simulink code and the outputs of the model are analysed.  

Figure 9 presents the results obtained, introducing the friction coefficient, previously obtained 

thought the experimental tests, at ambient and high temperature. 

The velocity curve imposed by the engine, starts from 0 and reaches the maximum speed of 

0.5 m/s within 1 second. The imposed velocity is kept stable for 18 seconds and subsequently 

reset to zero by a deceleration ramp lasting 1 second.  

The same trend of the imposed velocity has been set both for the ambient and the high 

temperature simulations (Figure 9 - A); the only difference is in the different friction 

coefficient behaviours introduced as an input.  
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Considering the case of the ambient temperature conditions, (Figure 9 - blue curves), after 

some seconds the spring starts sliding and the velocity starts to increase according to the 

imposed conditions. The normal force (Figure 9 - D) decreases due to the elongation of the 

Figure 9: Numerical simulations result of the tested conditions both at Ambient and High Temperature. Down: zoom of the 

curves in the time interval of [1.7 - 2 seconds]. 
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spring, reaching the equilibrium.  A small initial oscillation can be noticed just after the 

displacement starts, due to the imposed characteristics of stiffness and damping of the system. 

In this case, contact instability does not occur as can be seen looking at the status of the 

system, which is in continuous sliding (Figure 9 - C, blue curve).  

On the contrary, analysing the same situation in the case of high temperature conditions 

(Figure 9 - red curves), maintaining all the same operating conditions, it is possible observe 

the occurrence of the stick-slip instability. The contact status shift periodically between 

sticking and sliding (Figure 9 - C, red curve). The speed (Figure 9 - A, red curve) oscillates 

between zero, during the stick phases, and a maximum value due to the system oscillation. 

The spring displacement is represented by the classic jerking motion, with a step-wise curve 

(Figure 9 - B, red curve). The normal force oscillates around the equilibrium value (Figure 9 - 

D, red curve), due to the periodic oscillation of the spring elongation during the instability. 

Consequently, the tangential force (Figure 9 - E, red curve) follows the normal load 

oscillation during the sliding phases, while it increases during the sticking phases until 

shifting again in sliding. Analyzing the ratio between normal and tangential force (Figure 9 - 

F, red curve), the characteristic shift between static and dynamic friction are recognized, 

passing from sticking to sliding conditions.  

Figure 10 shows the comparison between the lumped model results and the actuator behavior 

during frictional instability. 

The effect of the different frictional response of the greased with respect temperature is 

highlighted. The results of the lumped model show a strong correlation with the dynamic 

response of the actuator, in terms of acceleration over the time, both for ambient (Figure 10 - 

blue curves) and high (Figure 10 - red curves) temperature conditions. The increase in the 

friction-velocity slope (difference between static and dynamic friction coefficient) recovered 

experimentally (Figure 6), and implemented into the lumped model, is at the origin of the 

frictional stick-slip instability. 

 

Figure 10: Comparison between the acceleration over the time recovered from the actuator (left side) and the velocity over 

the time obtained with the lumped model (right side), both for ambient (blue curve) and high (red curves) temperature. 
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5. Conclusions 

Lubricated systems are supposed to reduce the frictional losses, but they can also collaborate 

in the appearance of dynamic contact instability, due to the friction-velocity characteristics 

when passing from boundary to mixed contact regimes. Understanding the conditions for 

which the system is more predisposed to the stick-slip phenomenon may allow for preventing 

the appearance of such instabilities.  In the present work, an approach to the stick-slip 

problem of a greased contact, applied to a real case study, is proposed.  

An experimental campaign has been first developed for the characterization of the frictional 

response of the greased contact, analyzing the local behavior in terms of friction coefficient at 

different speeds, pressures and temperatures.  

The main outcomes from the experimental campaign can be summarized as follow: 

• After a higher static friction coefficient (μ�), the friction coefficient curve, as a 

function of the sliding velocity, drops rapidly until a lower dynamic coefficient (μ�) is 

reached; then it increases again and stabilizes at higher speed. This trend of the friction 

coefficient is independent from the temperature and the applied normal load.  

• The values of the friction first decrease and then increase with the applied load. 

• The difference between μ� and μ� is higher in the case of high temperature conditions 

and it decrease increasing the applied normal load.   

These characteristic trend of the frictional response can be attributed to the competition 

between the oil and thickener contribution in the overall response of grease, as a function of 

temperature and contact pressure. 

 

Then, a numerical lumped model of the actuator has been developed and alimented by the 

data from both the real mechanical system and the experimental frictional tests. When 

introducing the different frictional responses recovered experimentally at high and ambient 

temperature, the results from the numerical simulations show stick-slip at higher temperature 

and stable sliding response at ambient temperature, as observed experimentally on the real 

system. These results allow for asserting that the friction-velocity response of the greased 

contact is the key parameter that destabilize the system, bringing to the stick-slip instability. 

Once validated the model, further parametrical simulations will be addressed for identifying 

the role of the mechanical parameters of the system on the stick-slip occurrence. 
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